Introduction
Intrapartum electronic fetal monitoring (EFM) is the most commonly used tool in obstetrics in the United States, with 85% of the >4 million deliveries each year having EFM. 1 Over the last 60 years, EFM has become the standard of care in US hospitals to monitor the fetus during labor, despite the lack of evidence to support its ability to reduce neonatal morbidity and mortality. 2, 3 Acidemia at the time of birth is a risk factor for neonatal morbidity, including neurologic injury and mortality, 4, 5 and EFM promised to be a noninvasive tool to reduce adverse outcomes by identifying fetuses developing acidemia. 6, 7 It gained widespread use without supportive scientific evidence. Obstetric care providers use EFM patterns to identify fetuses at risk for acidemia and to make clinical decisions regarding delivery, often by cesarean. This has contributed, at least in part, to the dramatic rise in the cesarean rate. 8 Data regarding EFM patterns and their association with acidemia are limited. 9 After an early description, in 1969, associating groups of EFM patterns with progressively worse umbilical artery pH, 10 randomized controlled trials failed to demonstrate improved outcomes with the use of EFM during labor. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] A recent meta-analysis of >37,000 women evaluated the effectiveness of EFM during labor and concluded the use of continuous EFM was not associated with improved Apgar scores, or reduced hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy or neonatal mortality. 12 Despite widespread adoption of the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) category system in the United States, 17 which EFM patterns predict acidemia remains unclear. Moreover, obstetric care providers need guidance to help them use the patterns seen at the bedside to understand the likelihood of normal pH or acidemia.
We aimed to describe the frequency of EFM patterns seen in labor using modern nomenclature, and assess their association with acidemia and neonatal morbidity. We hypothesized that some visually interpreted EFM patterns are associated with acidemia and morbidities in term infants, while others can help identify infants with a normal pH. We further aimed to identify EFM patterns, which alone or in combination, are predictive of acidemia and neonatal morbidity.
Materials and Methods
This was a single-center prospective cohort study of all consecutive women in labor at !37 0/7 weeks' gestation with a singleton, nonanomalous infants from 2010 through 2015. The Washington University School of Medicine Human Research Protection Office approved this study prior to enrollment (identification no. 201102438). Universal continuous EFM and umbilical artery pH are standard of care at our institution. Patients were included if they had umbilical artery pH availability and sufficient EFM, defined as at least 30 minutes of EFM data in the 120 minutes prior to delivery. This definition prevented exclusion of cases with clinical events precluding optimization of continuous monitoring, as well as to enable generalizability. Participants who did not experience labor, did not have continuous EFM, or did not have an umbilical artery pH were excluded.
The primary outcome was fetal acidemia, defined as umbilical artery pH 7.10. A pH 7.10 was chosen to test the possibility that EFM patterns could assist in identifying term fetuses developing an abnormal pH but not severe enough to cause morbidity. To obtain the umbilical artery pH, a segment of the umbilical artery cord was clamped immediately after delivery. Whole blood was analyzed centrally using an automated benchtop analyzer (GEM Premier 4000; Instrumentation Laboratory, Bedford, MA) to measure the umbilical artery pH and associated components. Secondary outcomes included neonatal TABLE 1 Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development definitions of fetal heart rate parameters Uterine activity: presence of contractions Baseline fetal heart rate: approximation of mean fetal heart rate of increments of 5 bpm, using 10-min window, and excluding periodic changes; at least 2 of 10 min must be spent at baseline, or baseline for that period is indeterminate Normal: 110e160 bpm Bradycardia: <110 bpm Tachycardia: >160 bpm Baseline fetal heart rate variability: visual quantification of amplitude of fluctuations of fetal heart rate at baseline; thought to be physiologic result of interplay between fetal sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems Absent: undetectable amplitude Minimal: amplitude 1e5 bpm Moderate: amplitude 6e25 bpm Marked: amplitude >25 bpm Accelerations: visually apparent abrupt increase in fetal heart rate, moving from baseline to peak in <20 s; must be at least 15 bpm above baseline and last at least 15 s
Decelerations: visually apparent decrease in fetal heart rate at least 15 bpm below baseline, and further classified by type Late deceleration: visually apparent, often symmetric, gradual decrease (onset to nadir !30 s) and return of fetal heart rate to baseline, but delayedeoften with onset, nadir, and resolution after beginning, peak, and end of contraction Variable deceleration: visually apparent abrupt decrease in fetal heart rate, onset to nadir in <30 s, and return to baseline; onset, depth, and duration often vary when occurring with contraction Early deceleration: visually apparent, often symmetric, graduate increase (onset to nadir !30 s) and return of fetal heart rate to baseline associated with uterine contraction, with nadir occurring with peak of contraction Prolonged deceleration: >2 min, by <10 min (>10 min is baseline change)
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AJOG at a Glance
Why was this study conducted? We aimed to measure electronic fetal monitoring patterns in the 2 hours before delivery and assess their association with acidemia and neonatal morbidity among term infants.
Key findings
Deceleration area, and deceleration area combined with tachycardia, were most discriminatory for acidemia and neonatal morbidity, respectively.
What does this add to what is known?
In the setting of high total deceleration area, the number of cesareans needed-tobe performed to prevent 1 case of acidemia or morbidity is relatively low. These specific features of electronic fetal monitoring patterns should be incorporated into clinical interpretation and algorithms to improve the performance of electronic fetal monitoring.
Original Research OBSTETRICS ajog.org composite morbidity, which included any !1 of the following: mechanical ventilation, seizures, treatment for sepsis, respiratory distress, meconium aspiration, therapeutic hypothermia, and death. EFM patterns in the final 120 minutes prior to delivery were interpreted in 10-minute epochs by trained obstetric research nurses with high interobserver and intraobserver reliability. The obstetric research nurses underwent blind rereading of 30 EFM tracings after every 500 patients during the course of the study, with a range of Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.83e0.95, mean differences in deceleration area of 108 AE 248 (intra-observer) and 154 AE 424 (interobserver), and were blind to all outcome and clinical data as well as group assignment. 18 EFM recordings were obtained with external and internal monitors, as clinically indicated. Five elements of the EFM recording were extracted using the strict and unambiguous definitions from the NICHD criteria (Table 1) 19 and then used to categorize the EFM recordings into 1 of the 3 accepted categories: I, II, or III, as well as quantitatively and semiquantitatively (Table 2) . 19, 20 We estimated deceleration area as the sum of the areas within the deceleration, and each area was estimated as 1 / 2 Â duration Â depth in the final 120 minutes of EFM as a measure of both quantity and severity ( Figure 1 ).
21-23

Statistical analyses
Descriptive and bivariate analyses compared baseline characteristics between those with acidemia and those without; c2 or Fisher exact test, for categorical variables, and the MannWhitney U test, for continuous variables. Log-binomial regressions were used to estimate the risk ratios for acidemia in the presence of each EFM pattern in the final 120 minutes prior to delivery. Initial regressions contained the following covariates: advanced maternal age (!35 years old), body mass index, ajog.org OBSTETRICS Original Research pregestational diabetes, parity, prostaglandin, Foley bulb, infant birthweight, and maternal fever. Additionally, delivery year was tested as a possible covariate but was found to be insignificant and thus did not remain in the final model. Covariates were retained in the model if their impact on the effect size of the primary covariate was >10%. The final regression models adjusted for nulliparity, pregestational diabetes, and advanced maternal age. The association and predictive ability of EFM patterns and normal pH was also estimated.
Area under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive values (NPV) estimated the discriminative efficiency of EFM patterns, alone or in combination, to predict acidemia and morbidity. AUCs were compared using the method of DeLong et al. 24 The optimal cut points of total deceleration for acidemia or neonatal morbidity were identified using the Youden index, which maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity. 25 The predictive models for acidemia and neonatal morbidity were internally validated using bootstrap analysis of 10,000 samples with replacement to obtain more stable and robust estimates.
Historically, clinical reliance has been placed on the presence of moderate variability as a reliable feature for normal pH even in the setting of other concerning patterns; therefore, various periods of moderate variability were forced into the final predictive models for acidemia to test whether those models would have diminished predictive ability. We estimated the number of cesareans that need to be performed, also considered the number needed to treat (NNT), to prevent 1 case of acidemia or neonatal morbidity based on the most predictive models and the Youden cut point. All analyses were performed using software (SAS, Version 9.4 for Windows; SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).
Results
Of 14,450 women admitted for delivery during the study period, 10,997 were ! 37 weeks gestation, singleton, and without a diagnosis of a major anomaly. 1,505 were excluded for cesarean prior to labor, and another 912 did not meet inclusion criteria and were excluded: 530 for insufficient EFM, 373 lacking an umbilical artery pH, and 9 who were incarcerated, leaving 8580 for analysis ( Figure 2 ). Of the 8580 women meeting inclusion criteria, 149 (1.7%) delivered infants with acidemia and 8431 (98.3%) without acidemia. Women who delivered infants with acidemia were more likely to be nulliparous, older, have pregestational diabetes, and have a higher median body mass index. They also experienced higher rates of cesarean delivery, cesarean for the indication of nonreassuring fetal status, and induction with prostaglandin and Foley bulb use (Table 3) .
Associated EFM patterns and predictors of normal umbilical artery pH
Category I throughout the final 120 minutes was rare, occurring in 0.4% (n ¼ 37/8580) of patients, but all had a normal pH. In the last 120 minutes prior to delivery, infants who had mostly category I tracings (adjusted risk ratio [aRR], 1.01; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.01e1.02) or ever had category I tracings (aRR, 1.02; 95% CI, 1.01e1.03) were significantly more likely to have normal pH. The specificity of these EFM parameters for normal pH (always, mostly, and ever category I) were 64.4%, 57.7% and 65.8%, respectively. Moderate variability alone, in any number of epochs (always, mostly, ever), was not a significant independent factor to predict normal pH. Presence of any acceleration in the 120 minutes prior to delivery, whether spontaneous or induced by scalp stimulation, was independently associated with a normal pH (aRR, 1.02; 95% CI, 1.01e1.03) ( Table 4) .
Associated EFM patterns and predictors of acidemia
No patients had all or mostly periods of category III tracings. Any 10-minute period of category III tracing was rare, but these women were significantly more likely to have infant acidemia at birth (aRR, 8.72; 95% CI, 2.92e26.04), with sensitivity of 69.1% and specificity of 50.0% (Tables 4 and 5) .
Of all the EFM patterns and features, total deceleration area was most discriminative of acidemia with AUC of 0.76 (95% CI, 0.72e0.80). The Youden maximal cut point for this model was 42,152, with sensitivity of 63.4% and specificity of 67.2%. The NPV was high (99.2%), with a low PPV (4.0%). A model adding ever baseline tachycardia to total deceleration area did not significantly improve the discriminative ability for acidemia (AUC 0.77 vs 0.76, P ¼ .97) (Figure 3, A) . Importantly, always, mostly, or ever moderate variability did not dampen the ability to predict acidemia in the final models (Table 5 ). In the presence of deceleration area >42,152 within 120 minutes, the NNT was suggested at 5 cesareans to prevent 1 case of acidemia.
EFM predictors of neonatal morbidity
Composite neonatal morbidity was diagnosed in 8.8% (n ¼ 757/8580) of neonates within the total cohort. Definitions and frequencies of the components of the composite neonatal morbidity are described in Table 6 . Some neonates were diagnosed with >1 complication, with the most prevalent morbidities being respiratory distress (43.9%, n ¼ 332/757) and requiring treatment for suspected sepsis (82.8%, n ¼ 627/757).
The best discriminative model for neonatal morbidity included total deceleration area (AUC, 0.66; 95% CI, 0.64e0.68), but the addition of ever baseline tachycardia (any 10-minute period) significantly improved the discriminative ability (AUC 0.77 vs 0.66, P ¼ .01) (Figure 3, B) . The Youden maximal cut point was 50,761 for the total deceleration area alone. The model combining total deceleration areas and ever tachycardia had sensitivity of 57.5% and specificity was 84.6%. The NPV was high (95.4%), with a modest PPV (26.2%). As with the acidemia models, always, mostly, or ever moderate variability did not diminish the ability to discriminate morbidity. Any 10-minute period of category III (AUC 0.63) alone ajog.org OBSTETRICS Original Research had the lowest discriminative ability (Table 7 ). In the presence of deceleration area at or above the Youden cut point and any 10 minutes of tachycardia in the final 120, the NNT was suggested at 6 cesareans to prevent 1 case of neonatal morbidity. Finally, 65 infants had both acidemia and morbidity, and deceleration area performed similarly in its ability to discriminate those with both (AUC, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.69e0.81).
Flowchart of study participants
14,450 Delivery admissions 10,997 Term singleton, nonanomalous deliveries 9,492 Deliveries 8,580 Eligible parƟcipants Excluded 2,861 Preterm births 298 Major anomalies 294 MulƟple gestaƟons Excluded 1,505 cesarean deliveries prior to labor Excluded 530 Insufficient EFM 373 No umbilical cord gas 9
Comment
EFM patterns in the final 120 minutes prior to delivery identified acidemia and morbidity among infants born !37 0/7 weeks' gestation better than any previously published work. The most predictive EFM feature was total deceleration area for acidemia and a combination of total deceleration area and any 10-minute period of baseline tachycardia for neonatal morbidity. Any 10-minute period of category III made acidemia 10 times more likely, though it occurs too rarely to be an efficient predictor. Category I throughout the entire final 120 minutes occurred only among those born with a normal pH, and this was predominantly driven by the presence of accelerations. All, mostly, or any moderate variability in the final 120 minutes was not sufficient to independently predict a normal pH, and did not dampen the ability to predict acidemia with deceleration area, with or without tachycardia. Sensitivity of patterns, alone or in combination, was better than previously published but PPV were low, ajog.org
OBSTETRICS Original Research
demonstrating that EFM is a poor screening tool for acidemia and morbidity.
Original publications described the association between EFM patterns and fetal pH, 6, [26] [27] [28] but not the ability of EFM to predict and prevent injury. A recent meta-analysis summarized the findings from 13 randomized controlled trials, comparing the ability of EFM to identify infants with acidemia and morbidity to intermittent auscultation or intermittent EFM. 12 While continuous EFM was associated with a decrease in neonatal seizures, there was no evidence that EFM Prevalence of acidemia 1.7% (n ¼ 149/8580).
AUC, area under receiver operating characteristic curves; CI, confidence interval; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value. Cahill et al. Deceleration area and acidemia. Am J Obstet Gynecol 2018.
FIGURE 3
Comparisons for neonatal morbidity
Comparisons for A, acidemia and B, composite neonatal morbidity.
ROC, receiver operating characteristic. Importantly, the evidence on association between EFM and acidemia was low quality and prone to selection bias. 12 Our study was in response to the summary document from the 2008 consensus conference on EFM, which published the NICHD category system for describing and defining EFM patterns, and specified the need for observation studies to describe specific patterns as well focus on indeterminate (category II) patterns and association with varying outcomes. 17 EFM is used as a screening test, applied to almost every woman presenting for labor and delivery in a hospital setting, but also as a diagnostic test, with the expectation that EFM can identify infants with acidemia and enable clinical intervention to improve outcomes. Prior research described poor test characteristics for using EFM either as a screening or diagnostic test for cerebral palsy. 29 Our findings describe better test properties than previously published for the ability of EFM to differentiate between term infants with acidemia and risk of morbidity and those without. While sensitivity remains weak, we found reasonable predictive ability of specific patterns for acidemia and morbidity with the suggested NNT of cesareans to prevent 1 case being 5 and 6, respectively. These findings regarding deceleration area are also consistent with abnormal in the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics classification system. 30 We previously performed a retrospective cohort study of >5000 women describing the frequency and estimating the relationship between EFM patterns in the 30 minutes prior to delivery and acidemia. 31 Findings suggested prolonged, late, and variable decelerations were associated with acidemia and, for non-NICHD features, deceleration area was most predictive of acidemia. 31 However, this study was limited by its retrospective nature, with patients only in the second stage of labor and with EFM patterns in the last 30 minutes prior to delivery. 31 A recently published casecontrol study of 204 infants also found that deceleration area was the superior feature to identify infants with acidemia. 32 These led us to hypothesize that deceleration area might be an important predictor of acidemia and morbidity within a large, modern, and unselected cohort. Additionally, the predictive value of tachycardia within our study remains consistent with findings from animal studies, which suggests that with laborlike cord occlusions there is an increase in the magnitude and slope of the fetal heart rate. 33, 34 The physiology of decelerations has been well described [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] and, regardless of type, they represent periods of compromised gas exchange for the fetus. Furthermore, the authors acknowledge the conflict between the uses of low pH as an outcome for the sensitivity and specificity of EFM tracings, given the primary purpose is to avoid fetal acidemia; however, this study provides evidence for providers regarding interpretation of category II patterns and the potential to prospectively test future impact on acidemia and morbidity. 33, 34 The temporal relationships of EFM patterns are important because prior animal studies also suggest the possibility that rather than pH falling over time, it is the ability to restore normal pH with multiple and prolonged periods of impaired gas exchange that explains the acidemia. This explanation would also be supported by findings of the importance of deceleration area, such as in the present study. [40] [41] [42] In this study, the policies of universal cord gas acquisition and continuous intrapartum EFM significantly reduced selection bias, inherent in previous studies where the measurement of ajog.org OBSTETRICS Original Research umbilical artery pH was dependent on physician judgment and the clinical condition of the infant. Additionally, the large prospective design allowed collection of neonatal morbidities, which are rare at term, enabling estimation of the association of EFM patterns with neonatal morbidity. Formally trained obstetric research nurses interpreted the EFM recordings blind to all clinical data. Some potential limitations include the inability to necessarily generalize these findings to intrapartum EFM patterns of pregnancies <37 weeks and those with known anomalies. We did not use computerized analysis of the EFM patterns because human visual interpretation was the basis for the NICHD categories, and importantly, it is how EFM is used clinically. Furthermore, the authors acknowledge the conflict between the uses of low pH as an outcome for the sensitivity and specificity of EFM tracings, given the primary purpose is to avoid fetal acidemia; however, this study provides the potential for physicians to gain additional knowledge to clinically intervene in future obstetric care. We chose a pH cut-off of 7.10 to explore the ability of EFM patterns to predict infants who have developed an abnormal pH but are not yet in a pH range where the morbidity risk is very high (ie, <7.00). However, in choosing this threshold, we did not explore the ability of patterns to predict milder pH abnormalities. Another possible limitation is that the inherent observational nature of this research design, although obligatory to complete this study, may have impacted prevalence estimates because of the latent impact of obstetric interventions. However, it is also important that the key predictive features of EFM in our findings are not currently used in clinical practice and thus, it should not have influenced the estimates of this study. For this reason, the findings are useful in the context of EFM, and the prospective use of these findings and features could assist in intervening and improving outcomes. Deceleration area was estimated, but potential inaccuracies would have been nondifferential with respect to presence or absence of acidemia. We assessed EFM patterns and features only in the last 120 minutes prior to delivery. While features within this time period proximal to delivery would be most associated with outcomes, it does not take into account earlier events and EFM features. Despite these potential limitations, our findings contribute to the paucity of existing literature on intrapartum EFM patterns.
The clinical translation of our findings is an important consideration. Tachycardia is a visually identifiable EFM pattern, but deceleration is less so. We found the respective Youden cut points of deceleration area for optimal prediction to be 42,152 and 50,761, for acidemia and morbidity, respectively. If a patient contracts every 3 minutes in the last 120 minutes prior to delivery, she will have about 40 contractions. If decelerations 60 beats below the baseline for 60 seconds occur with even 24 or 28 of those, respectively, she will reach that threshold regardless of the type of decelerations. Clinically, the current Original Research OBSTETRICS ajog.org approach to EFM patterns can include position change, blood pressure management, oxygen supplementation, and amnioinfusion. 43, 44 However, there is no guidance regarding how long to observe these patterns before deciding to intervene with delivery. Our findings offer guidance as to objectively define thresholds at which the risk of acidemia and morbidity are such that the number of cesareans needed-to-be performed to prevent 1 case of acidemia or morbidity are relatively low.
In summary, we found that specific EFM patterns associated with and predictive of acidemia and morbidity at near-term and term. Persistent category I, and any 10-minute period of category III, were significantly associated with normal pH and acidemia, respectively. Deceleration area was most predictive of acidemia, and in combination with any 10-minute period of heart rate baseline tachycardia for neonatal morbidity, even when periods of moderate variability were present. While EFM remains a poor screening test, clinically, these patterns can help identify infants developing acidemia. At identifiable thresholds of deceleration area, the NNT of cesareans to potentially prevent 1 case of acidemia or morbidity was relatively low. These specific features of EFM patterns should be considered in the clinical interpretation and algorithms to improve the performance of EFM. n
